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NEW QUESTION: 1
In the EMPLOYEES table there are 1000 rows and employees are working in the company for
more than 10 years.
Evaluate the following SQL statement:
What would be the result?
A. It gives an error because multiple NVL functions are used in an expression.
B. It executes successfully but no rows updated.
C. It gives an error because NVL function cannot be used with UPDATE.
D. It executes successfully and updates the records of those employees who have been working
in the company for more than 600 days.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer has ordered a new VPLEX, and you are on site doing the initial installation. When
creating metadata volumes for the VPLEX Local configuration, the customer asks you how
much total storage is needed for the VPLEX metadata. According to EMC best practices, what is
the total minimum storage needed for this configuration?
A. 156 GB
B. 10 GB
C. 312 GB
D. 234 GB
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3

How does a DMP inform the downstream routers that it has merged detour tunnels?
A. The DMP summarizes PATH messages, giving each detour its own MSGJD.
B. The DMP sends a single PATH message containing the merged DETOUR_Objects.
C. The DMP identifies itself as the previous hop in each detour's PATH message.
D. The DMP sends the DMP_Object in each detour's PATH messages.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
構造インジケータは何を定義していますか？
この質問には2つの正解があります。
応答：
A. 関数割り当て構造の階層レベル
B. 機能場所リストのフィールド選択
C. 機能場所に使用できる文字
D. 機能場所のカテゴリ
Answer: A,C
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